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WHAT’S
HAPPENING
[

A roundup o f national collegiate news compiled
and edited b y the M O N TC LA R IO N .

Wed., Feb. 25, 1970.

M ontclair State College, M ontclair, N .J. 07043.

Trenton Talks Resume
As Prof Strike Looms
State Gropes for 'Common Ground’

V __________________________________ J

By Helene Zuckerbrod
City Editor

ECC W ILL LIM IT
OPEN ADM ISSIONS

TRENTON - Faculty and
state representatives gathered
here again today for another
round of closed door wage
negotiations.
"No one can say how long
the negotiations will last,"
said Joseph P. O'Neill,
administrative assistant to
Ralph A. Dungan, chancellor
of higher education.
A threatened strike by
faculties of New Jersey's six
state colleges was averted last
week when the appointment
of a mediator, Arnold Zack,
was co upled
w ith
an
agreem ent to continue
negot i at i ons unt i l
the
discovery of a "mutally
agreeable" proposal with the
state.
Zack
was named to
mediate the negotiations by
the state's Public Employes
Relations Commission.
Following a meeting last
Friday
between
t he

N EW A RK (Special) — Essex County College, scene
of the recent student strike, w ill lim it their
September 1970 admissions to 1500 students.
According to Edison 0 . Jackson, acting dean of
student affairs, the cancellation of the opening of
the Verona ECC annex w ill lim it the number of
incoming freshman.
"I think most of students accept this, since we
were not able to move to Verona," said Jackson.
The college planned to open an annex at the Verona
sanitorium.
The college operates on an "open door" policy
admitting all students who have received a high
school diploma. Jackson stated that the college
would work on a "first come, first served" basis.
ECC admitted 1900 students last September.

VO TIN G S T A R T S TO D A Y
FO R S T U D E N T -F A C U L T Y S EN A T E
Elections for the School of Humanities
faculty-student senate begins today and w ill
continue thru 6 p.m. Seven students and seven
faculty w ill be elected to serve a two year term
while 13 faculty and 13 students will be elected for
one-year-terms.
Voting-ballots are available in the foreign
language and English offices in College H all.
According to Prof. Morris McGee, students and
faculty w ill have the opportunity to meet the
newly-elected officers on F ri., Feb. 27 at the fine
arts
auditorium.
Refreshments
w ill
be
served at that time.

Jersey pro fs are seeking the
following maximum salary
boosts:
F u ll professor — from the
present $21,558 to $28,026.

PROTESTING SETON H A LL STUDENTS
MARCH WITH CO LLECTIO N PLA TES

Assoc, professor — from the
present $17,735 to $23,075.

SOUTH O R A N G E (Special) — An estimated 300
students with collection plates in "hand marched up
and down South Orange avenue here last Thursday
obtaining money from passing motorists.
The fund-raising project was an attempt to
protest the college's planned jump of $10 per credit,
according to an SHU student. The planned hike
would tack on a minimum of $120 to a student's
tuition bill.
A b o u t $95 dollars was collected from
co m m uters which, according to a student
spokesman, w ill be thrown into the laps of school
officials to help their "bankrupt college."
The move was spearheaded by a group calling
themselves "concerned students" who are also
supporting the boycott of the campus bookstore
and snack bar because they claim their prices are
too high.

Instructor - from the present
$11,431 to $14,861.
I

SUPPORT MOUNTING FO R
A R C H IT E C T U R E SCH OOL
D O V ER — Assemblyman W. Allen Cobb (R-Morris)
feels that "there is a great demand" for the
formation of an architect school in New Jersey. One
of four supporters of a resolution for such a school,
Cobb feels that since students must now go out of
state for architectural education, it is only natural
for New Jersey to do something immediately.
The facts favor such a move. Out of 864 New
Jersey students of architecture, only seven of them
are enrolled at Princeton's school of architecture.
"States are beginning to ask why doesn't New
Jersey do something about their own problems?"
Cobb commented. While the measure has not yet
reached the Assembly floor, it should receive
"favorable treatment," Cobb said.

S ta ff P h o to by H e le n e Z u c k e rb ro d .

JAIL THE BOARD
Bearded p ro f marches in front o f the State
Department o f Education offices during Friday's
faculty protest in Trenton. Public Law 303 gives
state college faculties the right to strike to obtain
salary increments, i f all other negotiations fail. The
faculties and state government will continue to
bargain thruout this week until salary demands are
met. Gov. William T. Cahill has stated that he will
remain mum on the bargaining sessions until the
negotiations are completed.
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Association of New Jersey
College Faculties and the
state
Board
of Higher
Educat i on, approximately
500 teachers heard members
of the state board pledge
"every effort shall be made
to arrive at a mutuallyaccept abl e
agr eement . "
Aft erwards, those board
members present promised to
work
for
l e g i s l a tive
acceptance of any final
agreement.
The state is offering a 10%
wage increase while the
teachers are demanding a
25% increase.
According
to Press
Secretary Thomas Flynn,
Gov. William T. Cahill has no
plans to intervene in the
dispute.
Earlier
that
day,
approximately 1000 teachers
marched to the State House
carrying
pi cket signs
denouncing Dungan.

----------------ì
DATEBOOK
A calendar o f events and places In
the metropolitan area.

V______________________________ S
W EDNESDAY, FE B R U A R Y 25
C O N C E R T . Barbara Mallow, cellist. Drew University,
Brown lecture hall. 8 p.m.
DRUG
SYM PO SIU M .
"Drugs
and the
University-Obligations:
Legal and Moral." Fairleigh
Dickinson student lounge, Rutherford. 7 :3 0 p.m.
F IL M S , "Repetition Chez Jean-Louis Barrault,"
"Ronchamp." La Maison Française, 16 Washington Mews,
New York City 11 a.m., 4 p.m.
A F L E A IN H E R E A R . Players' production. Montclair
State College, Memorial auditorium. 8 :3 0 p.m. (thru Feb.
28).
MOTHER-DAUGHTER
EXHIBIT:
"Sculpture
Paintings" by Alisa Lippman, oils and watercolors by Coco.
Edward Williams College, 150 Kotte PL, Hackensack, (thru
Feb.)
W ILLIAM
BLAKE.
ENGRAVER.
Princeton
University, Firestone library. Mon. — Sat. 9-5; Sun. 2-5
(thru Feb.).
D A N IE L N A PES. Recent paintings. Piggins Art
Gallery, 403 Bloomfield Ave.
M ID -B LO CK
A R T S E R V IC E . "We're a Proud
People." Gallery, 381 Central Ave., East Orange. Daily,
noon-6 p.m.; Wednesday, noon-9 p.m. (thru March.)
Horace Arnold. Jazz concert. Hudson Park library, 10
Seventh Ave. So. New York City 8 p.m. Free. Montclair.
Weekdays 9-5:30. (thru Feb.)
A F R IC A N S C U L P T U R E by Charles F. Burch. Also
oils of Edward Jadeck. Bloomfield public library. Weekdays
9-9; Sat. 9-5. (thru Feb.)
P A IN T IN G S by Henry Doren and Burt Stern. Paper
Mill Playhouse, Millburn. (thru Feb.)

TH U RSD A Y, FE B R U A R Y 26
BISHOP F U L T O N J. SH EEN . Upsala College chapel
10 a.m.
VARIATIONS
OF
L O V E - T E L E V IS IO N
A G E.
Exploration of love's qualities, produced by Joanne Merney
and Susan Lewis. WNYC-tv. channel 31, 3:30 p.m.

FR ID A Y , FE B R U A R Y 27
C O N C E R T . Laura Nyro. Fairleigh Dickinson gymn.,
Rutherford. 8 p.m.
UPSOUNDS: A F E S T IV A L O F NEW S. Upsala music
chapel. 8 p.m.
A L O O K A T BO O K S, IN SID E AND O U T. Fairleigh
Dickinson library annex, room 2, Rutherford. 3 p.m.
L E C T U R E . "The Relation of Math to Physics."
Warren Weaver hall, 251 Mercer St., New York City, room
109. 12:15 p.m.
C O N C E R T . Paul A . McGhee, works of Mozart,
Rossini, Scelsi and Donatoni. David Tishman auditorium,
Vanderbuilt hall, 40 Washington Sq. So., New York City,
8 :3 0 p.m.
P A U L SISK O . Sculpure and sculptured furniture.
Montclair State College, Sprague library foyer (thru March

•W h ere A re They Now?
Clyde M. Huber: From M STC to MSC
By Susan Dominski
Staff Reporter
Dramatic growth at Montclair
State Teachers College is the
outstanding memory of Dr. Clyde
M. Huber, former dean of 13
years.
Of his position from 1951 to
1964, when MSC was a one-dean
institution, Huber reminisced:
"While I was there, the number of
majors, the size of the physical
plant and the enrollment all
expanded tremendously.
"I have memories of a good
many people — — it's hard to
single out just one," he explained.
The former dean is an alumnus
of Penn State University and
received his MA and PhD at the
University of Illinois. He is now a
professor of mathematics at St.
P e te r's College, Jersey C ity,
"because I wanted to get back in
the classroom." However, he and
his w ife, a former Montclair
elementary school teacher, look
forward to retiring in June.
The couple, /vho were life-long
educators, anticipate moving from
t h e ir temporary Jersey City
residence to their summer home
on S h e lte r Island, N .Y .
A
boating-enthusiast who drives his
own "runabout," Huber also
enjoys golfing every day.
Annual alumni dinners and
similar affairs draw him back to
visit MSC regularly. Holding a
variety of positions at Wilson
Teachers College in Washington,
D .C. over a period of 19 years,
in c lu d in g chairm an of the
department of mathematics and
business and acting president,
Huber
also served at the
University of Illinois at Urbana
and Rutgers University, New
Brunswick.
The pro fesso r, who has
numerous publications to his
credit including original work in

20 . )

SUNDAY, MARCH 1
IN T E R - S O R O R IT Y
C O U N C IL OPEN
H O U SE.
Montclair State College, Memorial auditorium. 1-5 p.m.
R O L E O F T H E UN IN W O RLD A F F A IR S . Lord
Hugh Caradon. St. Elizabeth's College, Octagon, Convent
Station. 7 :3 0 p.m.
D E C O R M IE R F O L K S IN G E R S . Montclair high school.
8 :30 p.m.
A R T E X H IB IT . Plastics by Mary Ann Siegfried. Drew
University college gallery. Brothers hall, opening 4-6 p.m.;
other times, Mon.-Fri. 9-5 p.m.; weekends 3-5 p.m. (thru
March 18.)
The M O N T C LA R IO N is published weekly thruout the
college year, September thru May, except during vacation
and examination periods, by the Board of Publications, a
division of the Student Government Association Inc.,
Montclair State College, Valley roadi at Normal avenue,
Montclair, N.J. 07043. Telephone (201) 783-9091 or
746-9500, ext. 353. Advertising rates upon request.
Subscription rates by mail: $2.50 per semester; $3.50 per
year. Known* office of publication Montclair, N.J. 07042.
Second class postage paid at Montclair, N J . 07042.
The M O N T C LA R IO N is a member of the New Jersey
Collegiate Press Association, United States Student Press
Service and the Collegiate Press Service.
The editorial opinions expressed represent those of the
executive editor and the managing editor unless otherwise
signed.
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Howard Haas:
Encouragem ent
Encouragement from Dr. Howard L. Haas,
professor of business, sent Montclair State teachers
to Trenton on F ri. Feb. 20 to negotiate for new
contracts. The rally gathered 800 to 900 New Jersey
state college teachers demonstrating for wage
increases and a reduced schedule load.
Haas, vice-president of the State Association of
New Jersey State College Teachers, is a sailing
enthusiast and owns a sailboat which he enjoys all
summer long. A t home in Maine during the summer
months, Haas is on the faculty of the graduate
school at the University of Maine.

Clyde Huber
Back to the Classroom.
transactions of the American
Mathematic Society, is an avid
stamp collector. Also an active
Rotarían and member of several
honor societies such as Phi Beta
Kappa and Sigma X i, he has one
son, a professor of speech at
Monmouth College, and one
grandson.
From his 13-year-term as dean,
H ub er p a r t ic u la r ly
recalled
"beginning the building expansion
program with the 1961 Bond
issue."
Altho he has "spent most
summers on the island," the
professor enjoys traveling and
singles out his trip to the Pacific
Northwest as a particularly "good
tim e."
Former MSC president E .
DeAlton Partridge remembered
Huber as a source of stability
"when the college had undergone
a t r e m e n d o u s perio d o f
growth . . . making possible the
smooth transition of Montclair
S ta te T e a c h e rs College to
Montclair State College."

This former president of the
state association described the
Trenton gathering in three main
phases. An executive session with
th e s ta te Board of Higher
Education brought the rally to life
F r id a y
m o rn in g . T h is was
followed by a general public
gathering and finally a meeting of
all assembled faculty, who were
then
briefed on negotiation
proceedings.
The professor mentioned that he was "pleased
with the reaction" of the faculty. He named no
definite settlement because the outcome was "in the
hands of the mediators."
An avid sports fan, Haas played college
basketball, baseball and track. He "loves to read"
and does so mainly in his specialty, business law,
altho he also admitted a strong reading interest in
the field of philosophy.
Wayne is the hometown of Haas and his fam ily;
he has three children, a daughter in Colorado, a son
in Trenton and another daughter at home who will
attend the University of Maine in September.
Haas, who received his BS at Trenton State
College, completed his MA and PhD studies at
Rutgers, New Brunswick. He has traveled thruout
the U .S., including many visits to Colorado. Haas
expressed "hope that we can settle the negotiations
in a mutually agreeable way. I'm sure we can."

-----

—Dominski.
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Something on your mind?
Get it off your chest, baby.
Send a letter to the editor.
Second floor. Life hall.

The Dudes

by Sulich

david m.
levine

Wed., Feb. 25, 1970.

M O N TC LA R IO N .

'Save Environmentf Groups
Growing Thruout the Nation

observer

M S C Sets
Local
Chapt er

You C an’t Always Get Facts
On a Fact-Finding Mission
As you might have noticed I've
been off on a fact-finding mission
for the past two days. "What the
heck is a fact-finding mission?",
you ask.
Well it's not that easy to
explain. You see, it encompasses
various things at various times. It
all depends upon the time of day
you're talking about.
I knew a newsman who went
on a fact-finding mission and
never lived to return. Rumor has
it that he got married to one of
those woman's-liberation dames.
And now he's managing his wife's
campaign for dog catcher in
Passaic. I heard of a photographer
who took off on a fact-finding
mission with 10 cameras to some
country in Latin America. He
traded his 10 cameras for the
presidency of Bolivia but he was
beheaded in six months when
they ran out of film .
SHOPPING FOR POTHOLES
But I didn't do anything that
exciting. Just last Monday I was
out in Laramie, Wyoming where
they manufacture potholes for
route 46. Morgan Moonshine,
president of Moonshine's Superior
Pothole Co., told me that orders
for giant-sized holes came in at a
rate of 1000 a day. "Just the
other day I got 50 orders from
Clifton alone."
'W h y would anyone want to
buy potholes?" I asked.
" W e l l ,"
said Moonshine,
"orders come from two sources.
One com es fro m
the car
manufacturers who want to speed
up the built-in obsolescense in a
given area. You know, car sales
aren't doing too well in Clifton
these days.
'T h e n ," he admitted, "orders
come from politicians. They figger
they'll fill up the potholes around
mid-March and the people w ill
think they're doing something."
MINISCOOPS
Nevertheless, I came up with
some beautiful facts and figures
that are fascinating reading.
T ris k a id e k a p h o b ia is the
exaggerated fear of the number
13. Spring that on your English
prof sometime.
T h o se w o m e n 's-lib e ra tio n
dames are at it again, according to
The National Observer. Jone
F r e n c h , a 19-year-old from
Midwest C ity, Oklahoma, hopes
to "desegregate" the U .S. Airforce
Academy at Colorado Springs.
She says the academy has been
integrated by color, race and
creed, but not by sex. Hmm . . .
did you ever see a woman fly?
Now here's a girl that knows
her place. Judith Teller, editor of
the Daily Pennsylvanian, campus
p ap er at the University of
Pennsylvania says that men can
c o u n te r a ll th is w o m an 's
liberation hocum by starting a
men's liberation movement. (Yea,
free us from these dames.) Judy
says woman should act like
woman instead of acting like men.
"It's a very feminine feeling to
have a man open the door for

you. But I certainly have the
strength to open the door myself.
It all depends upon the situation."
I tip my hat, madame.
HAND-TROUBLE
Mort Cornin, in his column
"Oddly Enough" appearing in
Jersey City's Jewish Standard tells
the story of a little boy who cried
out in class one day, "Miss Cohen,
I gotta to to the bathroom."
T h e teacher, says Cornin,
looked at him coldly, "Bertram ,
when you have to go, raise your
hand."
Bertram looked doubtful. 'W ill
that help?" he asked.
Meanwhile our trade balance is
having se rio u s im p lications
o ve rse as. According to the
Washington Newsletter, the U .S. is
exporting nearly three times as
many bibles and religion books
than we are importing. But
they're all going to Argentina.

State Will
Quiz Jersey
Ed Setup
By Celeste Fasone
Editorial Assistant
TR EN TO N — Education in the
state of New Jersey is now the
subject of study by the state
Department of Education. The
program is studying the needs and
priorities of all grades, with the
exception of college levels.
Under the direction of Dr.
Bernard Kaplan, director of state
education, the project will call on
approximately 50 representatives
fro m
each phase o f th e
community including educational
leaders, labor, business and civic
organizations.
"W e
a re
s e e k in g
an
across-the-board, total picture for
all citizens," stated Kaplan. "We
are attempting the decide what
directions the citizens of the state
feel most important in terms of
where the student should be
headed," he added.
Kaplan is urging parents and
students to take part in this "new
v e n tu re in e d u c a tio n " by
participating in statewide, regional
and local district meetings to
suggest objectives and goals the
study should be concerned with.
Tentative plans for seminars to
begin in the summer will then
decide how to put into effect the
agreed-upon objectives, according
to Kaplan.
One possible topic the study
will be concerned with is leisure
time in education, according to
Kaplan.
The program, expected to be
completed within the year, was
proposed by the Title III State
Advisory Council of New Jersey
in an attempt to direct funds
towards the greatest needs of the
state.
Kaplan stated that a campaign
will soon be underway to inform
and involve the public of all
phases of the meetings through
use of tv, radio and the press.

Page 3.

S ta ff P h o to by M iria m T a u b .

FR O M S M O K E S T A C K TO C E M E T E R Y : Scientists are
warning that our nation's environment will soon k ill o ff
mankind. A p ril 22 has been designated " Earth day" to
counter pollution.

Plummer Out as
Fine Arts Head
Dr. Gordon S. Plummer has
resigned as fine arts department
c h a irm a n . T h e position is
currently being filled by acting
department chairman Dr. Charles
Martens, professor of fine arts.
P lu m m e r’ s resignation is
effective as of the beginning of

Plummer.
Resigns
without
reason.

the present semester, stated MSC
P re s id e n t D r . T h o m a s H .
Richardson. Plummer became
d e p a r tm e n t c h a irm a n
la st
S e p t e m b e r , fo llo w in g the
retirement of Dr. Lillian A . Calcia,
chairman since 1955.

Plummer is expected to remain
in the fine arts department,
serving as a faculty member, thru
the 1970-71 academic year, said
Richardson.
The fine arts department has
been the scene of much recent
c o n tro v e rs y concerning the
position of William McCreath,
ceramics expert and assistant
professor of fine arts.
F o r the current semester,
McCreath was scheduled to teach
two introductory art sections
("Introduction to Visual Arts
1 0 0 ” ) , w h ile two ceramics
sections, including an independent
study section, were assigned to
a non-ceramics professor.
A committee is now being
fo rm ed
to choo se a new
p erm anent chairman. Among
those names mentioned for the
position are Dr. Calcia.

Students thruout the nation
are outraged at the possibility of
th e d e s tru c tio n o f th e ir
environment. Hundreds of groups
have formed on U.S. campuses to
combat pollution spearheaded by
the N atio n al Environmental
Teach-in Inc., a Washington-based
g ro u p . Denis Hays, student
coordinator of this group, sums
up the purposes of the movement:
“Our goal is not to clean the air
while leaving slums and ghettos,
nor is it to provide a healthy
world for racial oppression and
war. We wish to make the
probability of life greater and the
quality of life higher.”
April 22, a date originally
suggested by Sen. Gaylord Nelson
for a national teach-in on the
environment, has picked up the
title “ Earth day.”
Several
activities have been suggested.
SCOPE, sp o n so red by the
adm inistration, has suggested
v arious educational meetings,
bringing to the fore a picture of
local pollution problems.
At Montclair State, the radical
ideas were generally looked down
upon by the self-initiated steering
committee that met yesterday
afternoon. Dr. Edward Ambry,
director of the New Jersey State
C ouncil fo r E nvironm ental
Education, stated “this is an area
we could all agree upon. Radical
or not, we all breathe the same

Another meeting was set up for
next Tues., March 3 in order to
set up definite plans for “Earth
day, Montclair.” It will be held at
3 p.m., College high, room 14.

NEW S AN ALYS IS

Trenton Biggies Stay Mum
By Richard De Santa
Political Reporter
TR EN T O N — As collective
bargaining continues in the
state college teachers dispute,
all seems to be quiet at the top.
Gov. William T . Cahill has
pledged a "noninterference"
policy, leaving the matter in
the hands of a mediation panel.
Meanwhile, Ralph A . Dungan,
chancellor of higher education,
has
indicated
an
"understanding" of the state's
financial dilemma.
A spokesman for Dungan
stated that the chancellor "can
see that Cahill is caught in the
squeeze of trying to organize
an economy drive while being
harried with salary demands
from all angles." He cited the
fact that Cahill recommended a

cut in funds for education in
his recent budget statement.
Using as an example the $22
million cut in financial aid to
Rutgers, Dungan stated that
"these are the conditions under
w hich state educators are
bargaining at the present
tim e."
In a recent statement, Cahill
stated that the colleges and
universities don't welcome any
involvem ent on his part,
"except when they demand the

u nrestricted assignment of
taxpayers funds." He added
that buildings are authorized
and
p r io r it ie s established
without consultation with state
officials or "fiscal agents."
Just how long this "peaceful
coexistance" w ill last is a
q u e stio n w h ic h may be
answered when the board
submits its recommendation to
the Legislature, if and when a
financial settlement is reached.
Dungan recently stated that
he would exercise his "fullest
effo rt" in having the terms of
an agreement implemented by
the Legislature. Sources close
to Dungan feel that, at
whatever point this occurs, the
governor's "nonintervention"
policy may very well come to
an end.

Reportage: ‘The Beautiful People9
An Evening with John and Yoko
By Maurice J. Moran Jr.

Managing Editor
NEW YORK — I am a pig. Or at
least that’s the opinion of around
50 members of the revolutionary
elite of New York City who gave
up an otherwise enjoyable Friday
evening to “oink” at press
representatives attending the
opening of John Lennon’s “ Bag
One,” a showing of 14 lithographs
depicting his sexual relationship
with Yoko Ono. The guests of
honor were, supposedly, John and
Yoko.

It was truly
an experience to
get thru the
doors of the Lee
Nordness Gal
leries (E. 75th
street) that nite.
And here, in my
own words, and
those of others,
is a record of
Moran
that event:
“Please pass thru . . . ”
" . . . so these are the beautiful
people . . . ”

ruffled shirts over each
Making our way thru the
in amoebic fashion, we
arrived at the scene of the
of the year.”
PLASTIC BUBBLES

other.
gallery
finally
“event

In order to get there, we had to
wade (or was it wallow?) thru a
room completely lined in plastic
air bubbles which burst if one
stepped on them.
“ Please take your shoes off —
there’s a plastic covering up
ahead . . . ”
“ . . . It’s a little like that
There were wall-to-wall people, seaweed — it’s hard after the air is
spilling scotch and furs and gone.”
John Lennon’s artistic sense
goes beyond description. He has
proven, with the Beatles and his
film work, that he is genius and
“Bag One” is no exception. It is a
Móntela r ion
series o f 14 line drawings
portraying his life since Yoko. It
is his opinion that he was not alive
Page 4.
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until he met her. The dedication
of the exhibit reads: “Born 1941;
Lived; Met Yoko 1967; John
V iew p o ints
Lennon 1970.”

The art is not the greatest, but
it is beauty in every sense of the
word when one considers that it is
an expression of love and
fu lfillm ent. Nothing can be
considered obscene if it represents
peace and love to the world.

“Hello. Who are you?”
“ . . . th e re ’s a famous
newsman over there and I don’t
know who he is.”
“Oh, he’s radio - I only know
tv people.”
NO ONE THERE

If people would only believe
the genius of Lennon, the
ridiculous atmosphere of smoke,
alchohol and impressing small-talk
that accompanied the opening
would hardly have been necessary.
“ It’s a put-on; he’s a put-on; if
it wasn’t Lennon, it wouldn’t be
here.”
“ . . . there’s no one of
importance here; certainly not
John and Yoko.”
And what of the so-called real
people outside the door? The ones

who were grunting at us as we
entered?
“They aren’t so bad, it’s just
when they burst in here and
threaten to bust my head in . . . ”
“Well, they aren’t looking for
trouble. They’re just looking for
Lennon . . . ”
And so I leave the exhibition,
what was purported to be the
most thrilling evening in my life,
passing thru crowds once again.
WAR AND PEACE

“ Peace. Flowers. Freedom.
Happiness.”
“Please sir, take this money for
peace.”
“ . . . so these are the beautiful
people . . . ”
“ . . . must be. Look at their
ruffled shirts . . . ”
Seems to me I’ve heard all this
before.
‘T he War isn’t over, y ’know.”

Yes, I’m quite aware of that
reality. But, to use the words of
John Lennon, “It is, if you want
it.”

Frank D. Cripps: Opinion Right

Conservatism: Rooted in Man
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(This, the second in a series on
modern American conservatism, is
concerned with the conservative’s
views of Man.)
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MiniReview
“The Rockefeller Report on
th e A m ericas,” With an
Introduction by Tad Szulc,
$1.25, Quadrangle paperback.
With Capitol Hill’s attention
focused on Vietnam, the Mideast
and the nation’s urban problems,
Latin America will probably turn
in to another world hotspot.
That’s the conclusion of Gov.
N e ls o n
R o c k e f e lle r, w ho
completed a series of tours for the
N ixon A d m in istra tio n last^
summer.
America’s focus on Latin
America has lasted over 150 years
- from the Monroe Doctrine thru
the manifest destiny era and
JFK’s Alliance for Progress. The

United States has been held up as
the model nation, something with
which to set the standard.
But we’ve been resented for
our affluence and the way we
channel our money. It usually got
into the wrong hands south of the
border.
Rockefeller warns that political
violance and economic and social
convulsions are due for Latin
America. While progress has been
made thru liberalizing the Church
and the military, Church leaders
are usually friendly to the left and
m ilita ry leaders have found
fascination with “Nasserism”
a
form of authoritarian socialism.
—D. M. Levine

First of all,
to develop a
c l e a r u n d er
standing of the
c o n se rv ativ e’s
attitude towards
man, it is essen
tial to realize
that this philos
ophy is deeply
Cripps
ro o ted in a
religious view of
Man. That is to say, that
conservatives recognize that man
is a spiritual, as well as a material
or physical creature.
“The root difference,” states
Barry G o ld w a te r, “between
conservatives and liberals of today
is that conservatives take account
of the whole man, while liberals
tend to look only at the material
(physical) side of man’s nature.”
What then does this mean? It
means that man, as a creation of
God, has a spiritualness. It may be
known as pride, feelings, thought,
se c u rity , an awareness and
closeness to God, and cannot be
neglected in the struggle to attain
material wealth. To inundate a
man in the material blessings of
affluence is not enough. A man’s
pride in himself and others — his
emotional security and stability —
his self-assurance and self-reliance
—his spiritual development —is as
important, if not more important,
th an the meeting of man’s
material needs. It is this spiritual
side of man, the meeting of man’s
spiritual needs, that conservatives
emphasize, especially in America’s
affluent society.
MAN AS A MAN

Secondly, the conservative
views a man as just that a man.
Color, race, creed, or place of
national origin are secondary,
indeed, poor second-place runners
at that. Abraham Lincoln stated
in 1858 what the modern

conservative accepts as his view of
many by stating:
“ Let us discard all this
quibbling about this man and the
other man, this race and that race,
and the other race being inferior,
and therefore they must be placed
in an inferior position. Let us
discard these things, and unite as
one people throughout this land,
until we shall once more stand up
declaring that all men are created
equal.”
Lincoln’s declaration, stated
over a hundred years ago, forms
the basis of the modern American
conservative’s opposition to the
militancy on both the left and
right, by both whites and blacks.
To proclaim and demand the
separation of races, to preach the
superiority, or inferiority, of one
race as compared to another, is
an a th e m a to th e m odern
conservative.
Equality is based on the
acceptance of differences, and the
sine qua non (the condition
w ith o u t which nothing will
follow) of this principle is based
on a belief that men, as
individuals, possess qualities that
differentiate them one from
another. “Only a philosophy that
takes into account the essential
d iffe re n c e s b etw een men,”
G o ld w ater ex p lain s, “ and,
accordingly, makes provisions for
developing the different potentials
of each man, can claim to be in
accord with nature.”
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEN

Note that conservatives state
that the differences are between
races, or creeds. True equality is
to be found in a frank and open
recognition of men’s natural
differences, the acceptance of
these differences as God-given,
and that these differences do not
make one man any other man’s
superior or inferior.
We are witnessing today the
g re atest upheaval in human
relations that has ever taken place.
Race has been pitted against race,
creed against creed, color against

color. Over a hundred years ago,
Lincoln stated that a house
divided against itself could not
stan d . He spoke o f two
communities which had built
in v isib le, y et real, barriers
between themselves. Today we are
again a house divided. Only this
time, the barriers have been
thrown up between the races,
religious creeds and political
p h ilo so p h ie s. C onservatives
believe that wherever barriers
exist between men, there is no
equality, and freedom is at stake.
ULTIMATE GOAL

The ultimate goal of the
conservative philosophy is the
maximization of the individual’s
freedom within a stable and
p eaceful so ciety . America’s
present-day society of affluence
has not liberated men, it has
enslaved them, created a crisis of
the spirit, caused never-before
known unrest and discontent, and
threatened the very survival of the
American republic. Conservatism
is opposed, obviously, to the
continuation of this new form of
tyranny. Conservatives can no
lo n g e r accep t a p o litica l
philosophy, much less a society,
that seeks after material wealth at
the expense of men’s freedom.
This trend must be stopped before
tyranny results; stopped without
destroying the very system of
government which has, for so
long, been the best possible
safeguard of men’s liberty.
To sum it all up, in the words
of Barry
Goldwater:
“Conservatism therefore, looks
upon the enhancement of man’s
spiritual nature as the primary
concern of political philosophy.”
This enhancement then, is the
sine qua non of the conservatives’
design to revitalize the American
r e p u b l i c . Wi t h o u t this
revitalization, this revival, of
men’s spirits, freedom in this
c o u n try is doomed to an
ignominous death, and the great
experiment in democracy shall
only be a grim memory in the
pages of history.
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Whose Rights?
While strikes are gripping several of the state’s
major cities, there’s a sad paradox in the story of
teacher’s rights.
Everybody knows that our system allows
employes to strike against their employers in an
attempt to receive higher wages, thus bettering
their standards of living. Inflation spirals may jump
in once in a while, but that’s the price strikers pay.
Unfortunately there’s some gross misjudgments
on the part of striking teachers in the state’s large
cities.
Strikes could rage for weeks,
yet deprived students suffer the
Anybody
most. The strikes obviously hurt
the g h e tto ch ildren whose
Mention
socio-economic upbringing keeps
them low on the educational scale.
What’s needed here is some
the Kids?
strike-prevention laws and state
government influence. Gov. William
T. Cahill admits that our state is in the midst of an
educational crisis. Yet members of Cahill’s
administration prefer to remain mum about trying
to keep strikes under control.
Teachers have a vital public service to perform,
yet only wages seem to be uppermost in the minds
of the strikers. Anyone wonder what the kids
think?

Change of Date
MSC’s Student Government Association has
voted to set the date for their executive offices
(president, vice-president, treasurer and secretary)
at April 22. We feel this decision is in error.
Setting the date at late April causes several
problems: Foremost, the newly-elected officers
will have only six weeks to learn their new jobs
before they have to begin carrying them out.
Moreover, only four legislature meetings are
scheduled between April 22 and the end of the
school year. Among these four
meetings is, of course, the infamous
Little
budget meeting, usually lasting
hours on end and covering no
topics other than the budget.
Time for
The late April date also places
the elections right in the middle of
Breaking In those balmy spring day, when
students spend their days lying on
the lawns.
Also, the April 22 date leaves only four weeks
in which to hold SGA legislature representative
elections. The student body will have less than
those four weeks to get to know the nominated
legislators, often complete strangers, from their
departments and schools, thus not providing
sufficient time for a true evaluation of the
candidates.
We see little reason behind the April 22 date,
save perhaps obtaining the votes of the student
teaching seniors. This problem could be remedied
thru the use of absentee ballots mailed to the
seniors’ homes.
We feel that a new date for the SGA executive
elections is needed. A date in mid-March, for
example, would allow ample time for the
evaluation of all candidates and for the new
officers to learn what’s in store for them.

Editorial Assistant

Question: Do you believe college
faculty have the right to strike
for increased wages?

M ichael
McGuinness,
freshman:
They have
the right to
p ro te st or
dem onstrate
fo r their
demands, but
not to strike
and boycott
their classes
because we
are p a y ing

IK-

fo r
an
ed ucatio n

and should
get one.

CAMPUS WHIRL

A Simmering Soup Pot

C h u c k

Berry, junior,
s o c i a l

science: Yes,
I feel that
a n y o n e in
this country
should have
the right to
s t r i k e for
personal gain
and personal
benefits.

P h i l

D o t t s ,
f reshman,
business: I
feel teachers
are u n d er
payed and do
h a v e the
rig h t

to

s t r i k e for
more money.
I intend to
be a teacher
and if I am
underpayed
I’ll strike.

A l a n

Bogdziewicz,
senior, I.A.:
Y e s , any
member of a
s o c i e t y

which
is
b ased on
capital has
the right to
strike for a
b e t t e r
position

concerning
capital.

R i c h
K e n n y ,

sophom ore,
English: Yes,
they have the
right of any
employee to
s t r i k e for
better wages
or working
c o n d itio n s .

(A

tw ice-monthly report on
Student
Government
Association affairs researched
a n d c o m p i l e d b y t he
MONTCLARION.)

A presidential pullout and a
re se n tfu l student body. All
simmering in the SGA soup pot
this week.
In the SGA executive board
races, scheduled for two months
from now, presidential hopeful
Timothy Fanning has been forced
to withdraw from the race. The
reason? Not an incompetency to
run or a lack of interest. Fanning
got his little white slip last week,
and it seems he doesn’t have the
2.5 overall cum necessary to take
office.
It’s interest
ing. The man
filling the SGA
presidency
doesn’t need a
great knowledge
of linear algebra
or the works of .__
Chaucer to do a ^
good job. All he
Aneson
needs is com
mon sense and a desire to do the
best thing for the student body.
But these courses in linear algebra
and C haucer are the only
requirements for the Presidency.
Many people feel that cumulative
averages are no longer relevant to
the SGA officerships. Certainly,
Fanning would agree with them;
Also would-be-secretary Sharon
Wancho, who allegedly doesn’t
have the proper cum. And also
veep-hopeful John Aneson, who
allegedly doesn’t have the magic
2.5.

THE MEN OF PSI CHI

T V, . \

Which leaves the race for prez
wide open for the men of Psi Chi
Ken Traynor and Tom Benitz.
The result? Very possibly a
“ m arriage o f the minds,”
combining Traynor’s liberalness as
president
and B e n i t z ’
conservatism as veep. But Benitz,
a presidential hopeful, has no
need to worry. Even if Traynor

does decide to stay as Prez for an
extra year, Benitz can run for Prez
in his senior year, and Psi Chi will
keep their positions of power for
three years straight.
Traynor’s odds of winning
(particularly after the elimination
of Fanning) look pretty good.
Altho there’s supposedly another
horse at the starting gate. That
man is Dennis Popeson, junior
class president. Popeson’s still an
unknown factor in the eyes of the
public, but if the voters think that
he’ll run the SGA the same way
he’s run his class, it’ll be a Psi Chi
victory at the polls.
And next to politics is, of
co u rse, m o n ey . The SGA
scholarship, recently approved by
SGA, will provide for the removal
of several thousand dollars from
the budget of last year’s senior
class to be given to needy
students.
The reason for the leftovers in
the class of ‘69’s budget is that
the class didn’t give a “class gift”
upon graduation, as is tradition.
Several sources state that the
cause for not giving the gift is a
reluctance on the part of many
students to reach into their
pocketbooks for another batch of
bread.
THEY JUST CAN’T AFFORD IT

The numerous fee hikes at
MSC have, indeed, raised a great
deal of resentment in the minds of
the students. Burdened with hike
after hike, the students are
seemingly throwing aside such
traditions as class gifts because
they just can’t afford it.
And wi t h the possibility
lo o m in g o f another tuition
increase if the faculty gets the
higher salaries they’re seeking, an
additional fee for the parking
garage under consideration, and
the recent increase in the student
union fee (Montclair State, by the
way, is the only state college with
this fee — the Board of Higher
Education
is c u r r e n t l y
investigating this), not only will
MSC students stop paying for
tradition — they may be priced
right out of an education.
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'I'M H A P P Y TO IN TR O D U C E ': the new sisters o f Theta Chi Rho wait to be presented.

Greeks Debut at Cotillion

™

S ta ff P ho to by Jack M c C a rth y .
^ t a i . m e n u uy ------------- ' A

GOOD GOD, I'M N E X T ': an excited
\ w a its

p r e s e n t a t io n

at

debutante

of

M SC

Cotillion, at the N .Y . Hilton.

L ittle B it S o fte r :' The very experienced instruments o f the
ballroom band sets the tempo for the evening.
______

............................................... ................... .................. ...

"IN B ED W ITH TH E F l E A ’:
Director Clyde MacElro'r sits
up quickly at the mention o f
the bedroom farce \eing
_____ ,
,
'
, .
presen ted by Players this
weekend.

......................... " ‘ "■"'"'■'■■MM BICTaaM BI

‘G L ID E CROSS THE FLOOR W ITH THE M A N SHE ADORES': MSC sorority members start what could b A
an ‘excitingly beautiful’ evening with the band playing 'Love Is Blue, at Cotillion, last weekend.

S t a f f P h o t o by Jack M c C a r t h y .

S t a f f P h o t o b y M o r e y A n t e b i,

'K W H E R E 'S M Y Q U IFEP the maddened Spaniard attempts to k ill his wife and her alleged lover,
He is stopped by Bob Steiger, Jo e Black
and Ron Garrison. Diane Pisano, Donnagae Testa and Carol Ann Martin cringe fearfully.

rFlea1
Tonite
Montclair State College Players

TH TH E F \ E A ’:
e MacElrOf sits
the mention o f
n farce 1. eing
f Players this
S ta ff p h o to by M o re y A n te b i.

will present their third play of the
season, George Feydeau's “ A Flea
In Her Ear" tonite at 8:30 p.m. in
Memorial auditorium.
Directed by Clyde M acElroy,
"A Flea In Her E a r" is a French
bedroom farce which has been
d e scrib e d as "the primeval
situation com edy."
The play will be presented Feb.
25, 26, 27 and 28 at 8 :3 0 p.m.
T h e re w i l l
be no matinee
performance.
Players would like to remind
their patrons of their prompt
curtain policy. A ll latecomers w ill
be seated at the discretion of the
management

-■ mL ,

iM

S t a f f P h o t o b y M o re y A n t e b i.

}f could
S ta ff P h o to b y J ack M c C a rth y .

A H , Q U E E S T U P ID O ': Dennis M elillo apologizes profusely to his wife, played b y Mary Jean Cullen.
Frank Stancati and Carolee Palmioto look on.
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Now You Can Turn O ff Your Prof

NEWS DESK

Individual Instruction Aim o f Teaching M achines
By Linda Monaco
Staff Reporter
So m e students have been
"turned o ff" by their profs for
years — now the students can turn
their teachers off.
Thru teaching machines, the
teacher can devote more time to
individual instruction, according
to
M r.
R o b e rt
R uezinsky,
assistant coordinator of the MSC
audio-visual center. Ruezinsky
stated that the college is currently
considering four programs in the
technology of teaching machines.
He defined the program, which
may be offered after the 1970-71
school year, to include courses in
the understanding and in the
w ritin g
of
program med
instruction, and in the use of
co m p u te r assisted instruction
(CAI ) and its uses in school
curriculums.
" T e a c h in g
m a ch in e s can
provide time for more human
contact," explained Ruezinsky.
" In a regular classroom situation,
the teacher must devote himself
to the whole class and there is
little time for individual help. But
w i t h teaching machines," he
c o n tin u e d , "each student is
working by himself. This allows
the teacher time to help individual
students without hindering the
progress of others."
Programmed instructions in
schools comes in two forms:
p ro gram m ed text books or
computers. These texts cost about
the same as regular texts, whereas
computer assisted instruction is
more expensive.
Mr. John C . Diglio, assistant
audiovisual coordinator, said that
computerized instruction can give
both visual and oral aid. If a
student does not understand a
concept, he can ask for a picture.
Diglio mentioned that another
advantage to teaching machines is
that a student can stop the lesson
"at any time and ask a question."
In many computer situation, all a
student needs to do to receive
assistance is to push the "help"
button. The computer w ill then
review the subject again.
If the student still cannot
understand the material, he can
push another "help " button and
the teacher w ill come and give
additional aid.

Get to know the Sororities
of MSC.

the
Inter-Sorority
Council
cordially invites
all women
to their

A diary o f student and faculty
news notes.

M E E T
THE
P R O F : Educators
predict that the
way o f the future
will be teaching
m a c h i n e s .

In d iv id u a l
instruction could
b e g iv e n
to
students thru a
machine similar
to the one shown
here.

Social Welfare Is New
M ajor at Newark State
By Kathy Vargo
Staff Reporter
UNION — Social welfare is a new
major offered this spring at
Newark State College.
According to Dr. Nelly D.
Stone, the program coordinator,
students in the new major w ill be
tra in e d
for
im m ediate
employment in social welfare jobs
upon graduation with a BA in
social welfare. The program has
been approved by the State Board
of Higher Education.
Dr. Stone commented that the
curriculum for social welfare is
quite different from that of the
so c io lo g y d e p a r t m e n t . She
explained that social welfare is an

" a p p lie d
s c i e n c e " whereas
sociology is more "academic."
Therefore, since the course
stresses book-learning as well as
method. Dr. Stone noted students
w ill receive "field experience."
Seniors w ill spend one day a week
under supervision in a social
agency. Other class periods will
consist
of se mi nar s and
disucssions with an instructor, on
his outside experiences," she
added.
Dr. Stone concluded "Other
state colleges might have courses
similar to those taken in a social
welfare course of study, however,
NSC is the first New Jersey state
college that offers social welfare
as a major with a complete
curriculum ."

E L E C T DOUCETTE
P LA Y E R S PRESIDENT
Greg Doucette, junior speech
major from Ridgewood,has been
elected president of the Montclair
State College Players, campus
drama group, for the coming year.
Doucette has appeared in
numerous Players' productions.
During the present season he has
filled leading roles in "Barefoot in
the Park" and "Marat/Sade" and
has a prominent part in the
upcoming production "Flea in
Her E ar."
Chosen to serve with the new
president were: Betty Passafiume
of Union, vice president; Thomas
Hayes of Teaneck, treasurer;
Jacqueline Isherwood of Dover,
recording secretary; Jack Mageean
of Ha l edo n, corresponding
secretary; and Michael Smanko of
Rahway, historian.
APO EL E C T S
M YER AS PRESIDENT
Fred Myer, 20, a junior social
science major from Lyndhurst has
been elected president of Alpha
Phi Omega, the national service
fraternity. Previously, Myer served
as vice-president and secretary of
the frat.
In addition to serving as an
officer in Alpha Phi Omega, Myer
is treasurer of SEAM (Student
Education
A s s o c i a t i o n at
Montclair) and has worked with
the Voting-Age Coalition.

The Men of Zeta Epsilon Tau Present

"The Last Chance Dance”
Featuring "The Ebony Stone"
Friday, Feb. 27, at 8:00
MSC Cafeteria Donation: $1.00

OPEN
HOUSE
March 1, 1970
1-5:00 p.m.
Life Hall.

P LA Y ER S PERFORM
' F L E A 'TO N ITE
"Flea in Her Ear," a French
farce by Georges Feydeau, w ill be
presented by the Montclair State
College Players in the college's
Memorial auditorium Feb. 25, 26,
27 and 28 at 8:30 p.m. Tickets at
$1.50 for adults and 75c for
students may be reserved by
calling the box office, 746-9120.
A c c o r d i n g to Dr. Clyde
M c E l r o y , d i r e c t o r of the
production, Feydeau, who wrote
the play around the turn of the
century, is considered one of the
masters of farce. Players is using
an American translation of the
work by Barnett Shaw.

Summer and Year Round JOBS ABROAD: Get paid, meet peo
ple, learn a language, travel, enjoy! Nine job categories in more
than fifteen countries. Foreign language not essential. Send $1.00
for membership and 34-page illustrated JOBS ABROAD maga
zine, complete with details and applications to International
Society for Training and Culture, 866 United Nations Plaza, New
York, N. Y., a non-profit student membership organization.

OPEN HOUSE
SET FOR MARCH 1
Spring rushing will begin with
Inter-Sorority Council's spring
open house on March 1, between
the hours of 1-5 p.m., in Life Hall.
‘Th e purpose of ISC Open
House is to give those female
students interested in pledging a
chance to meet the women of
G reek organizations, and to
become familiar with the many
sororities on campus." said ISC
President Marcia Zubanas.
In the weeks following open
house, March 3 to March 25, each
sorority will hold an informal tea.
From April 6 to April 20 sorority
"coffee hours" will be held. "By
this time," Miss Zubanas said,
"the interested girls will be
deciding on the sorority they
would like to pledge."
The spring rushing period will
run from April 29 to May 13.

D ELTA ALPHA CHI
EL E C T S O FFIC ER S
Delta Alpha Chi sorority at
M ont cl ai r State College has
chosen
Marge Barone of
Middlesex, a junior majoring in
speech arts, as its president for the
coming year.
Other officers are: Michaelyn
Testa of Rota, Spain, a junior
m athem atics
m a j o r , vi ce
president; Michele Demovic of
D un ellen,
al so a j u n i o r
mathematics major, treasurer; Pat
Ikuss of Spring Lake Heights, a
so p ho mo r e
Engl i sh maj or,
corresponding secretary; and Ruth
Palombi of Trenton, a junior
French major, recording secretary.
Also elected were: Georgeanne
Jollie of Bloomfield, a sophomore
Spanish major, pledge mistress;
Jayne Morris of Union, a junior
home economics major, alumnae
secretary; and Gail Barr of
Pennsauken, a junior mathematics
major, historian.
SCHOLARSHIP A V A ILA B LE
FOR A USTRIA T R A V E L
Would you like to spend a year
in Europe and continue your
education at the same time? It's
possible t hrough the Graz
scholarship, an annual student
exchange between Montclair State
College and the University of
Graz, Austria.
M r. H er b er t E.
Reaske,
assistant professor of English and
member of the Graz scholarship
c o m m i t t e e , e x p la i n e d the
finances. "H alf the yearly tuition
($800) is paid by Overseas
Neighbors; the rest is supplied by
M SC." Living costs are paid by
the individual, which according to
Reaske, are "negligible."
Applications are available to
all MSC students. A knowledge of
German would be helpful, but is
not a requirement Reaske said.
For further information a student
can contact Reaske at the English
department.
SUMMER JOBS A V A ILA B LE
FOR C O LLEG E STUDENTS
NE W A RK — Jobs in summer
camps will be available to college
students, nurses and teachers in
the coming season.
The jobs usually last eight
weeks and are at camps in New
Jersey,
New
York
and
P e n n s y l v an i a and the New
England states. Salaries run from
$200 to $600 for the season, plus
maintenance, depending upon
experience.
Openings will be available for
persons who can teach various
a t h l e t i c ac t i vi t i es, such as
swimming, golf, baseball and
basketball or dramatics, dancing,
photography, arts and crafts and
music as well as for cabin
counselors, camp directors and
registered nurses.
Additional information and
a p p l i c a t i o n f o r ms may be
obtained by writing to the Camp
U n it,
Pro fessio nal
and
Commercial Placement Office, 80
Mulberry St., Newark, N .J. There
is no fee charged-

They’re Working Their Way Thru College
By Susan Dominski
Feature Editor
N EW A R K —‘The Newark Teacher
Corps, which was added to the
Montclair State curriculum last
summer, is providing intensive
training in poverty-area teaching
for 38 undergraduates.
These student interns, mostly
seniors, spend about 60% of their
time working in six Newark
schools. The balance of their time
is filled by working in the
c o m m u n i t y and at t en d i ng
undergraduate classes at MSC.
Six interns form a team which
works together in the high school,
d i r e c t l y supervi sed by an
experienced teacher, the team
"leader." Starting with individual
tutorin g
or small group
instructions, the responsibilities of
each corps member are gradually
increased. The interns never
replace a regular teacher, but
work closely with him and the
corps supervisor.
Dr. Lawrence Kenyon, director
of teacher corps explained that
the idea for the corps grew out of
the Special Programs for Urban
Teachers (SPURT) . " I heard
about the program when I worked
with S P U R T ," he said, and he
later went to Washington to find
out about it.
I n i t i a te d
by the Higher
Education Act of 1965, the
teacher corps is now in its fourth
cycle.
"Thru
such a c ti ve
participation in community work
and special projects in the schools

C ollege Teacher C orps Trains
M SC Students in Ghetto
the interns are learning to be
be t t er teachers, with more
understanding of the community
aspects of education,” stated
Kenyon.
The interns, who were trained
at a summer preservice program at
Montclair State, fill a variety of
roles in their jobs.
J os e ph Baker, a physical
education intern at East Side High
School, Newark is working toward
helping boys who have special
physical handicaps.
Miss Carol Lynam, who is
doing community work with the
Essex
County
Probation
Department, said, "I am gaining a
great deal. I have gone out on
home visits with two probation
officers, and any negative feelings
I
m ay
have
had
have
disappeared."
Teaching basic Spanish at East
Side High is Vidal Velis'approach
to distributive education.
Two interns at West Kinney
Junior High School are working at
the
Friendly
Neighborhood
House, two are working with
preschool children and one in the
Fuld
Neigh bo r ho o d
House
recreational program.
"Lack of complete cooperation
by some school personnel makes
the job a little discouraging,"
mentioned Kenneth Toler, a
physical education intern at

1Creeping Awareness’ Captures
Snail’s-Pace Progress at MSC
B y Robert Watson
Staff Reporter
"Montclair State College is
now a l i v e , " says Kenneth
Traynor, SGA president.
In "Creeping Awareness," a
12-page report he recently
prepared, Traynor reflects the
progress of the role of the SG A at
MSC since 1929 as documented in
the minutes of its meetings.
The report was drawn up at the
request of Mr. James Pettegrove,
MSC representative to the New
Jersey Education Association, for
inclusion in a proposed quarterly
from the N JEA .
Traynor labels the 30s as the
" l a w - m a k i n g and structurebuilding" phase. The SG A was
incorporated in 1934, one of the
first such student organizations to
do so. It began granting charters

and funding organizations such as
the "Chess and Checkers Club."
The 40s and the 50s were a
" s t a b l e period of growth,"
Traynor continues, but also one
of "apathy in student affairs."
The 60s showed a move toward
democracy; a new constitution
and structural reorganization were
the highlights of this period,
Traynor concluded, and MSC was
becoming "alive."
The SG A head feels that "the
marriage of faculty and students
in each of the s c h o o l s "
e m p h a s i z e s the need f or
corresponding expansion in the
role of the SG A .
Traynor reports that 40 years'
w o r t h o f minutes of SG A
meetings demonstrate the gradual
awareness of this need. But“ he
suggests it has been a "Creeping
Awareness."

Weequahic High School and
Regional Representative to the
I n t e r ns Co u n c i l . The main
problems faced by the team
members include the "low ebb of
school conditions, some lack of
understanding on the part of
faculty and administration and
the lack of complete freedom to
exercise
new i d e a s , " he
elaborated.
The attitude of the students in
the participating schools varies,
according to Toler, "Often the
students have been 'turned off'
and cheated for so long, that it's a
real challenge to try to turn them
on to learning." Interns must use
all their ingenuity to find ways to

make their subject relevant to the
students.
The teacher corps program
which serves about 150 school
systems in over thirty states
includes two New Jersey centers,
at MSC and at Trenton State. The
i n t e r n s , now undergraduates,
receive a weekly $75 stipend, and
most of them will continue
working towards an MA next
year.
"We feel that the teacher corps
w ill have a definite, positive
impact upon the teaching of
students in general, especially in
students from the inner c ity ,"
assured Richard Grey, associate
director of the corps. " It is really
fascinating to watch our interns
progress because of their
dedication and commitment to
youth and the com m unity."
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Lawrence Kenyon
Went to Washington

Doctors Not Panning Pot
—but They Issue Warnings
NEW Y O R K — Marijuana may not
be a one-way ticket to hell as
some opponents claim, but it's no
entree to psychedelic paradise
either.
Longrange studies now going
on may tell us some day just how
marijuana really affects the body
and mind.
The three doctors — Dana L .
Farnsworth of Harvard, Anthony
F . Philip of Columbia and famed
chest surgeon Alton Ochsner of
New Orleans — agree that while
the dangers may be somewhat
overstated, there are risks in
smoking marijuana and it is a rare
"p o t-h e ad " who can escape
without harm.
Moreover Ochsner, who was
one of the first doctors to note
the correlation between cigaret
smoking and lung cancer, raises
the possibility of similar risks
among marijuana smokers. He sees
d i s t u r b i n g parallels between
today's marijuana craze and the

cigaret promotions a few decades
ago.
" A t present, no one know
whether smoking pot can cause
cancer," he says. "What is certain
is that the burning of many types
of leaves produced carcinogens.

<r
Marijuana simply has not been in
common use in the United States
long enough to produce the
deaths from which statistics are
calculated."
Farnsworth, who served as
chairman of the American Medical
Association's Council on Mental
He al t h, distinguishes between
"casual" pot smokers — those
who try it out of curiosity and
who constitute more than half of
a ll users — and "problem"
smokers who are preoccupied

with the drug to the point of
dependency.
Casual smokers may not suffer
any real harm, he says. But many
others do suffer interference with
work and studies, disorientation,
confusion
or d e p re s si o n.
Ironically, those most vulnerable
to such reactions are people with
unstable
p e rs o n a l i t i e s or
emotional difficulties — who are
most likely to try the drug in the
first place.
And what of the rewards?
Disappoi nti ng at best, says
Farnsworth. There is no present
evidence that, except for a few
isolated individuals, pot-smoking
can increase self-realization or
creativity. On the contrary, he
says, "With pot, everything draws
to a halt."
One other danger noted by
Farnsworth is the risk that
marijuana can lead to stronger
drugs. While not necessarily so, it
has happened.

For Results Use Montclarion Classifieds — Phone 783-9091
THE ALL NEW
BOWLERO
RL 46 It 3
Clifton
N«w Pinspotters
New Kickbacks
New Ball Returns
New Pindecks
New Masking Units

“THE C0LLE6E BOWL”

Classified Ads
1 9 6 6 O L D S 4 4 2 . A ir P /S -P /B . A ir
C o n d ., R a d io . B u c k e t Seats. 6 / N e w
T ire s . $ 1 3 0 0 . M u s t sell — H ave ordered
new car. R ay M ic h u e , c /o W V M S o r
P hi Sigm a E p s ilo n . H o m e 7 4 3 -7 5 1 3 .

GOOD ROCK
GOOD BOOZE
GREAT FELLAS
GORGEOUS GIRLS
W HICH DO YOU W ANT?
T A K E Y O U R PIC K
A T TH E

RIVERBOAT
LOUNGE
W ED .-FR I.-SA T. N IT E S
424 R I V E R D R IV E
G A R F IE L D . N.J.
I.D . R E Q U IR E D
478-7077

Come visit the
Quakers
at our meeting for worship
Sundays 11 a.m.
Montclair

Monthly

Meeting of the Religious
Society of Friends corner
Park and Gordonhurst —
Upper Montclair
discover the Quakers and
you may discover you are one
yourself.

SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNTIES
AS
COUNSELORS AND SPECIALISTS
AT
OUTSTANDING COED CAMP
IN POCONO MTS.
Salary Range $250. — $1,000.
plus full maintenance for 8 week season Recruiter on
Campus TH U R SD A Y , March 12 from 9:30 A.M .-3:00
P.M. in A LU M N I LOUNGE LIFE HALL.
For further information write or call
NEW J E R S E Y YMHA-YWHA CAMPS
589 C E N T R A L A V E .
_____________________

E A S T O R A N G E , N .J. 07018
678 7070

Black Motion showcases art
By Hal Plain
S ta ff reviewer
E A S T O R A N G E - The Mid- Block
A rt Service, at 381 Central Ave.,
East Orange, is presenting to the
public "We're A Proud People,"
an exhibition showcasing works

by Alvin Fudge, a young black
artist. Also shown are works from
the Black Motion A rt Workshop
by its young students and works
by other black artists. The
showing commenced on Sun.,
Feb. 15 and w ill continue thru
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March. The exhibit is earthy,
exciting and full of pulsing
vitality.
This current exhibition has
been created to display black art
to the public and to encourage
young blacks in the arts. The
show w ill provide funds toward a
production by the Black Arts
Film Project, an ambitious project
which will chronicle the history of
blacks in the arts. The art service
itself helps to create a sense of
self-pride for black artists. It
provides goals for young people,
images that black youngsters can
look up to as well as a focal point
for the distribution of relevant
information.
IM AGINATIVE
The show consists of works by
Alvin Fudge, an art teacher in
Newark, and his students in the
Black Motion A rt Workshop. The
works of Florian Jenkins, founder
and director of Black Motion, also
make up a large portion of the
show.
Using an extrem ely
i m a g i n a t i v e c ol o r mi x i ng
technique, his portraits are superb
and are among the finest works in
th e
show.
O t h e r ar ti s ts
represented are James Greene,
Michael and Jane Martino and
Robert Knight.
A l on g w ith sketches and
paintings the show also has
sculptures created by Lou Rollo.
Using twisted wire on an armature
and base, he has created some
highly-innovative and poignant
human figures. They are twisted
and seem tormented, yet still
reach out and up in hope.

S ta ff p h o to b y M o re y A n te b i.

B L A C K A R T IS T S : A lvin Fudge (center) shows o ff his students; I.
to r., Cameron Robinson, Donald Berry, Dennis Breckinridge.

'Mumsy.
NEW Y O R K - Take a delightful
bizarre film about a "happy
fam ily" who goes about finding
new friends to play with and then
ruthlessly murder. You might
c o n d e m n such a t al e as
unbelievable, as did the Daily
News. But you might, as this
reviewer did, find its perversion to
be strangely tempting.
" I think young people w ill be
attracted to it ," says sensuous
Vanessa Howard. " I mean, it's
very sick." But this sickness of
"M um sy, Nanny, Sonny and
G irly ," a new film from Cinerama,
is perhaps better described as an
absurd black comedy, tracing the
discovery of a young girl that she
is, after all, human.
SPA RKLIN G PER SO N A LITY
V an e s s a
H o w a r d , sipping
champagne in the St. Regis Hotel
library, showed herself to be very
human also. Despite tags of
"se xy " and "ero tic" from many
reviewers, she showed in her
answ ers to the newsmen a
sparkling personality.
"H ow do you feel knowing
that the British Empire is dying?"
she was asked. "Well, she replied

. .

According to Barbara Jenkins,
business manager of Black Motion
and wife of Florian Jenkins, the
Mid-Black Art Service has been in
existence for about five years, and
this is the third show devoted to
ch ild re n 's works. The Black
Motion A rt Workshop is working
to change the preconceptions of
the white art world. "I don't want
to go back to A frica," she said; "I
want to stay right here and do my
thing."

Cameras, criminals connected
with sexuality a n d murder
What can you say to a naked
lady? Allen Funt brings his candid
camera to such places as an office
building and a country road to
show us how people react when

'In a time
of revolution’
"In a Time o f R evo lu tio n ,"ed ited
by Walter Lowenthals, $1.95,
Vintage Press.
How does a poet write in a
time of revolution, a time when
life seems temporary and the
reality of death is a constant
thought? Now a poet must find
beauty in temporal things, he
must find the pulse of nature
which cowers beneath concrete
bodies and asphalt souls.
This anthology of 72 poets —
mostly black, is an indictment of
"Christian housewives" and 'T h e
Quagmire of A ll that's Good and
True in America" for the crime of
stone blindness. It is the threat of
" A quartet in Harlem/ rehearsing
groovy sounds/ for a spectacular
jazz blast/ right in your/ back
yard."
It is the rebirth of pride and
beauty and a glorification of
things that are now, as expressed
by Barbara Gibson*
A fte r the quarrel
/ melted
against his back, took
his hand hard in mine,
breathed
SOM EDA Y W E 'LL B E D EA D
and then oh baby we loved
"In a Time of Revolution" is a
book to be read by blacks and
whites — and taken to heart.
— Lepre.

TABOOS BROKEN
In order to examine actual
responses, startling taboo-breaking
episodes are essential. With his
e v e r - p ro b i n g camera
Funt
explores sexual attitudes and
b eha vi o r using a series of
v i g n e tt es . Se q u en ce s study
clothed people of all ages unaware
that they are being filmed on
topics like prostitution, the fig
leaf, nude male models, group
influence in undressing, the sexual
awareness of children under 10,
and the irresistible attraction of a
girl behind the mysterious
k e y h ol e over blatant sexual
exhibitionism.
"What Do You Say to a Naked
Lady?" Funt's first feature film ,
p r o v i d e s not o n l y
l i v el y
e n te rtain m e n t,
but also
provocative insights into human
responses to sex when they least
expect it.
M URDERING THE GAP
Not another production about
the generation gap! But Jose
Triana's play "The Criminals"
treats this overworked theme
differently. Using only three
c h a r a c t e r s , the son, played
brutally yet humanly by Barry
Primus, and his sisters, acted
vivaciously by Penelope Allen and
Linda Selman, this play examines
the horrifying extreme end which
children's hatred of parental
oppression can reach — murder of
the "crim inals."
Well aware that their parents
married out of pregnant necessity
with little love for children, these
three ably-acted offspring assume
the roles of their parents in the
never-ending game they play in
the attic. Despite the pain this
acting sometimes causes them,
they force themselves to play out
in detail their past and present
grief living at home, the
passionately-violent murder by
the son, and the torturous trial
that results.
Student tickets for $2 are
available and worth purchasing.
The eerieness of the whole scene
comes across vividly in the
following chant: "The living room
is not the living room; the living
room is the kitchen. The bedroom
is not the bedroom; the bedroom
is the bathroom."

a bi z ar r e film, stars V anessa H ow ard

in mock-cockney, "what do you
think I'm doing here?"
But, despite her sense of
humor, she was quick to turn a
serious note when talking about
her career. " I don't like violence,
really . . . and G irly shows that, I
think. She's genuine, especially in
the love segment. She's human."
COMEDY FA V O R IT E
Miss Howard has appeared in
one previous film , "Here We Go
Round The Mulberry Bush," a
madcap sex satire. Since that one
is a comedy and "M um sy" et al
has been described as one, does
she feel caught in a rut? "N o. I
find comedy to be my favorite.
It's harder to act, but there are
just too many roles being written
for females today that are just
nothing."
This 21 -year-old blonde Briton
is definitely not just a sex symbol.
She comes to the screen after
three years in London theater. In
fact, she says "I would like to do
t h e a t e r again. I get more
satisfaction." Would she like to
appear in "H a ir?" "'H air' is an
impressive show in that it is the
beginning of a new era," b u t

confronted by a nude woman and
other
exam ples
o f the
much-publicized revolution in sex.
Responses to an unclothed
girl's questions about finding the
right floor range from averted
eyes with frequent sneaky glances
to bored indifference, an offer of
a raincoat, a nervous female
screech of "O h, G od !," and
amused aid followed by "I like
your
o u tfit."
Yet
the
f r e s h l y - f u n n y flavor of the
unexpected becomes tasteless and
stale thru unimaginative repetition
of scenes, particularly the naked
girls hitch-hiking and climbing a
tree, and, later, the interview
concerning interracial dating.

A F T E R TH E F IL M : Moran approaches Vanessa for interview.
shows of that nature are just not
her type.
Instead, she looks forward to a
new release, "The Rise and Rise
of Michael Rimmer" and so do
we.
— Moran.

W V M S
The Radio Station
Needs Engineers
Interested?
Contact WVMS Office,
2nd Floor Life Hall.
We Need You!

CA LLB A CKS
Due to the record number
of people who have auditioned
for the Players' production of
"West Side S to ry," a series of
callback auditions will be held
Monday and Tuesday, (March
2 and 3.) These call-backs will
involve only those people who
have already auditioned and
will provide time for the
directors to give a second
evaluation. If you auditioned
for "West Side S to ry" please
check the Players' bulletin
board opposite the box office
in Memorial auditorium lobby
or call 746-9120.

A Dog That Flies?
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Interview with Trackstar G reg W eiss

C h d f n P ' « ° n fih « P s —

Has Som e Flying Rem arks.
By Paul Kowalczyk
Staff Reporter
"He runs like a dog and thinks
like a bird."
This was one of the many
flying remarks that could be
picked up during an attempt to
conduct a half-civilized interview.
This is extremely hard to do when
your meeting place is a small 8
foot by 8 foot office, completely
furnished with two files, a book
case, a desk and nine Montclair
State College runners. One of the
runners, who occasionally spoke,
was Greg Weiss.
A t first, Weiss shyed away
from being interviewed about his
outstanding running ability. He
was more interested in the fact
that his intramural basketball
squad "Head-Fly" had recently
won a game in which he pumped
in 37 of the team's 69 points.
A f t e r raving a bo ut his
basketball team, Weiss began to

Greg Weiss
Chance to Speak.
comment and listen to others talk
about his track talents. The
general concensus of his fellow
trackmen was summed up by

Best
Is Coming
Say Men Gymnasts

/
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track Coach George Horn when he
mentioned, "Greg can run with
the best of them. He'll be one
helluva good half m iler."
W eiss'
present r un ni ng
specialty is the 600-yard run.
Noting that under ideal conditions
a good time for the run is between
1:11-1:12 (the world record for
the 600-yard run is 1:08.7), Weiss
has had a 1:12.8 performance this
season and "can get his time down
to at least in the 1:1 0 's."
The 600-yard run is not Weiss'
only outstanding event, however.
Coming from a fam ily of good
runners — his brother captained
the Seton Hall track team —Weiss
ran "everything" while attending
Butler High School, Butler. He
concentrated on the half mile,
pole vault and long jump. His best
half mile time is 1:53.2, while in
the long jump he has reached

22' 6 " .
Weiss entered MSC this fall as a
freshman, after a year at Hargrave
Military Academy, Chatham, Va.
He professes to be a card shark
and plans on using his winnings to
pay for his schooling.
Weiss has also combined his
track and field talents to win the
junior decathlon in the New
Jersey AAU meet. He w ill run in
the National A A U Track and
Field meet on Feb. 27 at Madison
Square Garden, where he w ill be
competing against such big names
as Marty McGrady, world record
holder in the 600-yard run, and
Olympian Lee Evans.
When asked how he feels he
will do in the big meet, Weiss
commented that "I think they'll
know I'm in the race. I may not
win it, but I'll give them a good
race.

Championships in Minesota by
more than four points, looked
extrem ely strong all around.
"Yo u have not yet seen us at
Orlick also added that he wanted
our best," declared gymnastics
"to give the team an opportunity
Coach Terry O rlick, as Montclair
to show how well they rank
State
C o lle g e 's powerful
nationally."
gymnastics team captured its 10th
The team is now 11-2 on the
and 11th wins of the season, by
season and has one more meet
d e s t r o y i n g Queens College
remaining, against Long Island
133.05-74.05, Wednesday nite
University, at MSC Saturday
and by downing West Chester
afternoon. West Chester's record
State 134.85-101.45, Saturday
dropped to 3-6 and Queens
nite.
College also dropped on the
A new page has now been
season to 5-6.
written in the Indians' history
book, as they have broken the
all-time record of wins in a single
season, the old record being nine
wins.
In Wednesday nite's meet the
Indians swept the first four places
in all six events. Nels Jensen took
two firsts while Captain Dave
Green, Bill Balogh, Joe Garreffa
and Ron Poling also set first place
marks.
Saturday nite, MSC captured
five of the six events with Green
taking two firsts and Poling,
Balogh and Jensen also winning
firsts.
During Wednesday nite's meet,
Jensen took parallel bars with a
score of 8.3 and high bar with a I T H U R T S TO CO M E IN 2N D : Especially since Margaret Welch's
score of 8.0. Poling won still rings routine on the balance beam scored 6.6. WRA and M A C gymnasts
with an 8.4, while Garreffa won teamed Wednesday nite to defeat Queens College in the dual
side horse with a score of 7.05. meet
Balogh outdid all other opponents
in long horse to take that event
with a score of 8.95.
In Saturday's meet. Green won
floor exercise with a score of 7.8
and high bar with a score of 7.9.
The fencers of Montclair State in the meet and Carl Davis lost his
Poling captured still rings with 8.2
while Balogh took long horse with College destroyed Hobart College only bout after the match was
an 8.65. Jensen won parallel bars 22-5 on Saturday at Panzer gym. decided.
The foil squad was sparked by
The loss brought Hobart's record
with a score of 8.65.
In the past two meets, Green to 4-5. While MSC is now at 10-1. Todd Boepple's 3-0 record. Roger
It was a team effort as the Marchegiano and Frank Mustelli
and Balogh have been the high
sabre and foil squads compiled 8-1 again performed well by posting
scorers for MSC.
"M y main concern now is to records and the epee team earned 2-0 marks. Sub Mike Lang won his
one bout but teammate Jim
get this team to the nationals" a 6-3 mark.
Dave Bryer and Glenn MacKay
Robertson failed to win his bout.
stated O rlick. The team, which
Dale Rodgers, Bruce Kinter
has previously qualified for the led the sabre team with 3
National
G y m n a s t i c s victories. Jordan Denner was 2-0 and Ken Zurich all had 2-1 slates
By Richard Davison
Staff Reporter

..
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Four Firsts Lead
Women to Victory
Four firsts swept Montclair
State College's W R A gymnastics
team past Queens College,
66.51-42.56. Wednesday nite,
MSC's W RA and MAC gymnastics

teams overpowered Queens to
capture the dual meet.
Sophomore Linda Monaco led
the team with two firsts. Her
routine on the uneven bars earned
a 7.05 first place. She edged out
teammate Margaret Welch for a
first on the balance beam with a

6 . 6.
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Slash Hobart, 22-5

Team Work Boosts Fencers
in epee. Hobart's number one
man. Bob Trerice, handed a defeat
to each of MSC's epee team and
should be a threat in the North
A t l a n t i c Championships next
month.
T o n i t e t he swashbucklers
(10-1) face St. John's University,
also 10-1, in the toughest meet of
the year. A win would definitly
make MSC a strong contender for
the national team championships.

Miss W e l c h , t he team 's
all-around, captured one first and
three seconds during the meet.
She completed a handspring in
long horse competition to place
first with a 6.1. Scores of 5.75,
6.46 and 5.15 gave Miss Welch
seconds in uneven bars, balance
beam and free exercise.
Captain Jo A n n
Coleman
received a 7.15 in free exercise
and earned her only first of the
meet. " It was the outstanding
performance of the evening,"
declared Coach Gail Bakker.
"The improvement made since
the first meet is tremendous,"
Mrs. Bakker stated. Mrs. Bakker,
who has earned the Federation of
International Gymnastics pin for
an all-around average over 9
points, is coaching for the first
time at MSC.
"The improvement made since
the first meet is tremendous,"
Mrs. Bakker stated. She added
that the hard work of the team is
paying off.
She felt that the team did a
very good job and said she was
"more than satisfied with the free
exercise."
The team w ill meet tonite at
West Chester for a trimeet against
West Chester State and Temple.
- Sakowit/.

It’s A 20-Victory
Season for Indians

mike
gglos
* sports scene
^
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The Season M a/
Just Be Beginning
As Montclair State College's
basketball team heads into its
final regular season game on
Thursday nite at Jersey City
State, it would seem that the
season is about to come to an end.
But what lies ahead could make
what has already been a great
season an even greater one.
Last Wednesday, The Indians
r ecei ved and accepted their
second straight bid to participate
in the National Collegiate Athletic
A s s o c i a t i o n College Division
Tournament. Last year in their
first appearance, The Indians
copped the East-Area crown and
earned a trip to Evansville, Ind.
College teams that strive for
excellence aim for a post season
tourney bid. It is the culmination
of the season's w ork, a reward for
performing well. It gives a school
and its representative a name in
the world of college sports, and it
also makes the opposition play
twice as hard when playing the
better team. Almost every team
that MSC played this year was
"up for them ." Everyone wants to
knock off the N CAA regional
champs.
For this year's team, the
tournament bid means many
things. Gaining the f irst bid means
that MSC is the top seeded team
in the region, the team to beat,
the favorite. It shows that the
N CAA feels the Indians a worthy
team and defending champion.
To this year's team, it is a
chance to prove that last year's
championship wasn't a fluke, and
a chance to get one better on last
year's team.
There is a feeling in the NCAA
College Division that the East
Area is the weakest of the eight
regions that send a representative
to Evansville. There is no reason
w h y M SC can't prove this
assumption wrong. A tourney bid
gives the Indians a chance to
prove how good they really are to
all the critics who point to MSC's
weak schedule as the reason for
their fine record.
For coach Gelston and those
who were on the team last season,
it is another chance to get to
Evansville and avenge last year's
opening round loss.
The many underclassmen on
th e squad w ill get valuable
tournament experience which w ill
make them better in the future
and give them another goal to
shoot for during the season. For
Captain Bob Sienkiewicz the
tourney w ill provide two more
games in which to reach the
1000-point career plateau.
So now the real season is about
to begin. A ll of the 23 regular
season
games,
K iw an is
Tournament
Cham pionships,
State Conference championships
and 20-victory seasons w ill be
forgotten. They were just a warm
up. Past performances w ill not
impress anyone in the NCAA
tournament. The only way to
impress other teams is to beat
them.

M SC Crushes
Rutgers in
Friday Upset

Paffe 12.

There is one thing to remember
as the top seeded Indians prepare
fo r
their
second N C A A
ap p e ar a n ce . The team that
Montclair State ran off of the
court in last year's regional final
to earn a trip to Evansville was
Wagner College. Last year, the
first team selected and the top
seeded team in the region was
Wagner College.

A Bouncing
Victory for
Inéligibles
B y Stephen Stalks
Staff Reporter
The Inéligibles, Montclair State
College's intramural basketball
team, posted its first victory of the
season by defeating the APOs
with an impressive score of
114-16. It was the first time the
team had ever played together in
organized basketball.
During the first half of the
game, the Inéligibles outshot their
opponents and built up an
overwhelming lead of 57-10.
Johnny Vaughn, hitting on
almost every occasion, was the
game's high scorer. Twenty-two of
his 24 points came in the first
half.
Captain Calvin Blue, whose hot
hand tallied 21 points, combined
with Curtis Dixon, who hit 15
points, on three consecutive give
and go patterns.
The APOs Bill McLusky and
Bob Jayne, both scoring only 6
points, could not fight off the
Inéligibles' tenacious defense or
stop their potent offense.
In the second half, the
Inéligibles completely dominated
th e offensive and defensive
boards. A t one time they hit 12
field goals in a row, crushing any
hopes the APOs had of a
comeback.
Tom Harrington and Daryl
Stevens supplied some of the
punch, scoring 18 and 16 points,
respectively.
The dynamic team consists of
MSC students ineligible to play
varsity ball because of low college
boards and class rank.
Inéligibles (114)
G
F
10
1
Blue
7
1
Dixon
3
0
Pearson
3
3
Stevens
11
2
Vaughn
8
0
Durham
6
1
Brown
1
0
Moss
4
0
Harrington
53
8
Total
A P O s (161
F
G
2
2
McClusky
0
0
Heaney
0
0
Sc her
0
0
Zetlin
0
0
Scheibel
2
2
Jayne
1
0
Burro
1
0
Wormul
6
4
Total

T
21
15
6
9
24
16
13
2
18
114
T
6
0
0
0
0
6
2
2
16
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Captain Bob Sienkiewicz and
Phil Baccarella scored 18 points
apiece to lead Montclair State
College's basketball team past
Newark Rutgers, 70-45.
The Indians became the second
team in New Jersey college
basketball history to win 20
games in four consecutive seasons.
The other team to do it was
Monmouth College, from 1964 to
1968.
In improving its record to 20-2,
MSC broke open a relatively close
contest in the closing minutes of
the first half.
With the score 20-16 in MSC's
favor, the Indians erupted for 13
consecutive points. Sienkiewicz
dropped in two fouls, Baccarella
stole a pass and canned a layup,
Je ff Bosslett hit another layup
and Sienkiewicz bombed in a
jumper.
Baccarella got the next five
points, on a layup, jumper and
foul to cap the rally and send the
margin to 33-16. Harry Barnes
countered with a jumper for
Newark Rutgers with 14 seconds
on the clock, and the buzzer
sounded with MSC on top, 33-18.
Sienkiewicz canned the first
five points of the second half on
a jumper and three-point play to
put the Indians safely on top at
38-18.
The top point producer for
Newark Rutgers, 8-8 was Barnes.
The 6 '6 " center netted 16 points.
He was followed by Vince Pagano
who tallied 10.
M o n t c l a i r S t a t e ' s t i ght
man-to-man defense limited the
visitors to only 14 field goals in
68 attempts. Newark Rutgers got
17 points at the charity stripe,
with Barnes garnering half of his
16 markers and Pagano six of his
S ta ff P h o to by C arol S a k o w itz .
10 from the line.
N E A R M IS S : M SC Captain Bob Sienkiewicz fails to block the
The 18 points scored by
shot o f a Newark Rutgers opponent. M SC topped Rutgers, 70-45,
Sienkiewicz gave him a career
to win their 20th game o f the season.
total of 940 points. The 6-4 senior
has at least four games remaining,
two regular season and two in the
NCAA
Regionals. The team
captain needs to average 15 points
in the final four contests to
Kurt Caster for MSC's only other become the 10th 1000 point
By Carol Sakowitz
career scorer in MSC basketball
points.
Sports Editor
With his score tied at 6-6, history.
Six straight decisions, including
— Gatos.
pins by Captain Mike Nuzzo and Tarintinio (158) pinned Alex
Ed Tarintinio, accounted for Gutieeriez of C.W. Post in 6:0 3 .
Montclair State (70)
FG
F
Montclair State College's 27-11 The situation was reversed against
TP
8
2
Baccarella
18
victory over C.W. Post’s wrestling NYMA as Dan Week (150) pinned
2
0
Bosslett
4
team Tuesday nite in Panzer gym. Tarintinio in 4:07.
0
0
0
Davis
Friday nite, the New York
Wednesday nite Nuzzo (177)
0
0
Heck
0
Maritime Academy slaughtered pinned Tim Cromwell in 5:2 8 , but
3
3
James
9
1
McDougald
the Indians in a 36 5 match which
1
3
Friday he lost the decision to
0
Mooney
2
2
boasted of 5 pins and only 2 MSC John Amicucci, 6-4.
3
0
Moss
6
decisions.
John Bellavia, who scored a
2
Prather
0
4
Wednesday nite Rich Looram lopsided 9-2 victory against C.W.
7
Sienkiewicz
4
18
(150) began a MSC winning streak Post's Dan Mones, was pinned
0
0
Smith
0
Stewart
1
0
which consisted of 2 pins, 3 Friday nite by Bob Giant in 7 :5 5 .
2
2
Waller
0
4
decisions and one forfeit. Looram
The only pin C.W. Post had
Total
29
12
70
outwrestled C.W. Post's Doug against MSC was by captain Ed
Newark Rutgers (45)
Stuart, 2-0, dropping his record to
Kochackji (126) who kept his
FG
F
TP
Lowery
2
0
11- 2.
4
undefeated record intact by
Savino
1
0
2
Looram was one of the MSC pinning Jack Flynn in 4 :5 8 .
Pagano
2
6
10
grapplers to end on the winning
The Indians scored their 10th
Graves
0
0
0
side against N YM A. Wrestling at win of the season against C.W.
Castronovo
2
2
6
Barnes
4
8
142, he topped Ted Lawson, 3-2.
16
Post and lost their fifth match to
Cradle
3
1
7
Bob Manigone (150) wrestled
N YM A. C.W. Post is now 6 7,
Total
14
17
45
into a 6-6 draw with MYMA's while NYM A is 13-2.

N YM A Pins Indians, 36-5
—Grapplers Top C.1V. Post

